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Vector 2 - the long-awaited continuation of the popular runner on android. The game is developed by nekki studio, which previously released hits such as Shadow Fight 2 and the first part on a running man. The application has new graphics and animation, improved management and even more exciting gameplay, which
by the way has become much more difficult. Service. The process of passage is divided into levels that are quite short, but contain a large number of traps and obstacles, so there is no time to relax. And if previously some levels were given from the first call, in the update it will be almost impossible to repeat this. It is
worth remembering that in case of failure of the operation of our agent throws to the previous stage. In the case of several fiascos in a row, the main character withdraws until the energy is restored. You can pass them only if the agent gets a special shoe or other equipment. These improvements can be purchased in the
in-game store for the currency that accumulates when you pass activities. Vector 2 arcade action - a worthy continuation of the legendary game, which will appeal with its extraordinary approach to plot development. NEKKI Android Version: 1.1.1 - Vector 2 Premium (MOD, unlimited money) - the continuation of an
incredible game on the parkourist, behind which the people of the scientific complex are chasing. Help your hero overcome all the difficulties and bypass all the traps, do everything he would not achieve with you. The game will surprise you with good graphics and magnificent destruction. And like a large number of levels
and enemies, who will have to tinker. Animation in the game at the highest level, management implemented very convenient and intuitive, the game is aimed at all runner enthusiasts. The money goes up when it's spent! Updated to version 1.1.1! Find yourself another great adventure in this refreshing platformer as you
continue the events that happened in the previous Vector game. Find yourself waking up in a strange lab and somehow become a test subject. You need to complete some tasks and find a way out of the situation if possible. Enjoy the parkour's unique running style in this fantastic side-scrolling platformer where you'll
have access to epic parkour escape moves. Face various challenges and enjoy the game in varied gameplay. Learn more about this awesome NEKKI game as you continue your adventures in Vector.StoryVector 2 introduces players to the following events that happened in the first Vector game. However, as the main
character, you still have no idea what exactly happened to you at the end of your escape challenges. At the beginning of the game, you suddenly find yourself waking up in a strange lab with some pieces of your fractured memories running through your mind. But that's not enough to find out exactly what happened
though. You don't even know if you've been recaptured by the corporation or fallen into the hands of others. The only thing you have in mind right now is that you'll have to try to escape again, using your incredible parkour skills. And so, start your new adventures in Vector 2.With new maps, updated animations and
parkour skills, lots of equipment available and completely new missions and challenges, players in Vector 2 will find themselves in a new platforming adventure. So, you should start running now. Here you will find all the exciting features that the game has to offer:To begin with, the game introduces Android players to the
simple and intuitive controls that optimize the Android touchscreen, allowing players to fully immerse themselves in fluid and satisfying actions. Use simple controls as you provide fantastic parkour moves to overcome obstacles as quickly as possible. Plus, as you take on various missions and challenges, you'll also
receive several instructions to guide you through your missions. The game Android players for the unique and satisfying gameplay platform parkour, which is definitely that you won't see very often. And unless you've played the previous Vector game, this is sure to drive you crazy for the refreshing and exciting gameplay
it offers. Find yourself on a new Vector adventure as you find yourself descending through a large research facility as you try to stay alive for as long as possible. And as you discover the mysteries that are hidden in the lab, you'll also face various challenges with multiple levels and stages to overcome. With increasing
difficulty, you will find every step forward is more difficult. To help your character escape through labs, players will have options to collect various high-tech gears with more equipment and items. That said, you can have your footwear powered to improve your jump and run, the powered gloves that increase your grips, the
protective armor that prevents laser beams from hurting you. Survive and discover more interesting futuristic equipment along the way. And to make your equipment even more useful, the game also has a variety of different updates that you can collect. These are useful updates that can seriously improve features during
runs. Depending on the specific uses of the tools, these updates will increase their effectiveness in various situations. And since it is a parkour runaway platformer, Android players will find themselves having access to a variety of different parkour tricks and techniques to perform. That said, you'll be able to perform from
the simplest techniques like jumping or slipping to the most advanced mid-air flips. In addition, you can also update the moves to perform cleaner and more effective ones. And don't forget that the simplest tricks that can overcome the most difficult obstacles are always the best. So don't focus on the more complex ones
just because they look better. Along with the main gameplay, you'll also have access to a variety of different results in the game. These are special missions that you can choose to complete during the challenges of your story. If you're looking for special rewards to brag to friends, these are the ways to go. And for those
who are interested in much more socializing gameplay, you can easily have your social account linked to Vector 2. This would allow you to find your friends who are playing the game along with their in-game progress. In addition, you can also start competing with players online through epic leaderboards, where all the
best records of millions of players online are kept. Give your best so you can write your name on the board. Not to mention that by having your account linked to the game, you'll also be able to save features that allow your devices to automatically upload your progress to online drives. So, you can have your game
protected from potential data the game is currently listed on the Google Play Store as a paid version. That said, you are required to pay a certain amount of money to install it on devices. Not to mention that in-app purchases are also quite disturbing. So, you may want to install our modified version of the game. With
these, you will first have the game installed on your Android devices for completely free. And secondly, we also remove ads and add unlimited money so you can enjoy the game to the fullest. If you find it tempting enough, you can easily install the game by downloading our Vector 2 Mod APK. Follow the instructions
provided and it will be installed correctly on your devices. The game features simplified and glossy graphics that introduce players to futuristic dystopia. Plus, with clean, smooth animations, you can enjoy the epic parkour gameplay platformer like no other. With intense and addictive soundtracks, the game allows you to
be fully hooked on your exciting escape experiences. So you will certainly find much more pleasant with sound. For those who have played and fall in love with the original vector game, the second installment of the famous title is undoubtedly a great title to follow the success of its predecessor. In fact, you will find the
polished and improved gameplay even more exciting and refreshing. So don't miss any of that, especially when you can do it for completely for free with our mod. Mod.
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